Recent research has found that perceptual deficits exist in Parkinson's disease (PD), yet the link between perception and movement impairments is not well understood. Inaccurate estimation of distance has the potential to be an underlying cause of movement impairments. Alternatively, those with PD may not be able to perceive their own movements accurately. The main objectives of these studies were to evaluate (1) whether distance estimation is influenced by static perception compared to perception during movement in PD, (2) how visual motion processing contributes to distance estimation during movement, and (3) how dopaminergic medication contributes to these distance estimation deficits. Thirty-seven participants (19 individuals with PD, 18 age-matched healthy control (HC) participants) estimated distance to a remembered target in a total of 48 trials, in 4 randomized blocks. Estimation conditions included: (i) static perception (laser): participants pointed with a laser, (ii) active dynamic perception (walk): participants walked to the estimated position, (iii) passive dynamic perception (wheelchair): participants were pushed in a wheelchair while they gave their estimate. PD patients completed this protocol twice; once OFF and once ON dopaminergic medication. Participants with PD and HC did not differ in judgment accuracy during the static perception (laser) condition. However, those with PD had greater amounts of error compared to HC participants while estimating distance during active dynamic perception (walk). Interestingly, those with PD significantly underestimated the target position compared to healthy control participants across all conditions. Individuals with PD also demonstrated greater variability in their judgments overall. There was no significant influence of dopaminergic medication in any of the conditions. Individuals with PD demonstrated distance estimation deficits only when required to actively move through their environment. In contrast to estimations made with movement, neither static perception (laser) nor passive dynamic perceptions (wheelchair) revealed significant differences in the magnitude of error between the two groups. Thus perceptual estimation deficits appear to be amplified during movement, which may be suggestive of an underlying sensory processing deficit which leads to a problem integrating vision and self-motion information.
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Introduction
The basal ganglia (BG) are an important part of a complex neural network that processes and integrates various sensory inputs in order to produce and modulate motor outputs (Contreras-Vidal, 1999; Graziano & Gross, 1993; Houk & Wise, 1995; Nagy, Eordegh, Paroczy, Markus, & Benedek, 2006) . Boecker and colleagues termed the BG a "sensory analyser" engaged in central somatosensory control, suggesting interconnections between the cortex, BG and thalamus that make up an indirect BG-sensory loop (Boecker et al., 1999b) . In Parkinson's disease (PD) there is a degeneration of dopaminergic neurons in the BG, which impairs the basal ganglia-cortical circuitry. This results primarily in motor symptoms; however implications of BG damage on sensory processes has remained uncertain. Many researchers have examined sensory and perceptual capabilities in PD to try and explain common motor deficits such as hypometric movements, increased number of falls, poor balance and freezing of gait. Although a sensory-perceptual origin for motor deficits has been hypothesized (Almeida & Lebold, 2010) , the manner in which visual perception is integrated with proprioceptive processing in order to produce accurate movements through an environment remains unclear.
Researchers have investigated whether those with PD are impaired in perceiving their visual environment. Studies measuring target pointing errors or verbal estimates of depth perception 
